
CAPACITY · STRENTH · LIGHTNESS · EFORTLESS

CAPACITY: Altuna has developed a new range of pruning shears to cut up to 
40mm hard branches. Specially designed for a hard use in vineyards, fruit trees 
and foresting.

STRENGH:  With the new multiplier system            you will improve up to 50% 
in power.

LIGHTNESS: With the STRONGHAND SYSTEM and his new aluminium profi les, 
we can launch a lighter and stronger handle that will improve your pruning work.

EFFORTLESS: Thanks to our                            SYSTEM, the branch will slide on 
the counterblade reducing the cutting effort up to 30%

PRUNING SHEARS 

Altuna launches a new range of secateurs 
LIGHT AND HIGH CUTTING CAPACITY

POWER

+
system

PLUS

Maximum lightness and performance
The new series of high capacity ALTUNA
with latest technology and extraordinary 
strength and lightness.
 

STRONGHAND
system

Reinforced nerves

Treated aluminum

Forged blade 
High precision blade that 
improves the fastening 
while cutting

Ergonomic Handles
New ergonomic handles, 
that will adjust better hel-
ping to your pruning work.

Oval aluminium handles 
Light and strong handles thanks to their 
new profi le and the STRONG HAND 
SYSTEM.

Interchangeable blade 
We also offer accessories that will 
improve our blade’s life.

With the new multiplier 
system you will improve 

up to 50% in power

ALTUNA 50 ALTUNA 51 ALTUNA 52 ALTUNA 53 ALTUNA 54
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Made in Spain since 1921

PROFIX
system

The serrated screw and the 
reed make easier the 
adjustment of the tool.

HIGH CUTTING CAPACITY



CAPACITY
 HIGH CUTTING 

BY ALTUNA TECHNOLOGY

PRUNING SHEARS 
HIGH CUTTING
ULTRALIGHT

ALTUNA 50

High cutting capacity shear, with 
anvil cut and multiplier system 
designed for the strongest and driest 
branches.

High cutting capacity shear, with 
bypass Rorary system cut.

ALTUNA 

High cutting capacity shear, with 
bypass cut and multiplier system that 
will reduce the cutting effort.

ALTUNA 52

High cutting capacity shear, with anvil 
curved cut and multiplier system 
designed for the strongest and driest 
branches.

High cutting capacity shear, with anvil 
curved cut. Very tough blades designed 
for endure in the professional use.

ALTUNA 53

ALTUNA 54

PRUNING SHEARS Address:
Barrio Zubillaga 58 
20560 Oñati
Gipuzkoa SPAIN

Telephone:
(+ 34) 943 78 08 51
Fax:
(+ 34) 943 78 17 33

E-mail:
altuna@altuna.es

www.altuna.es

40 mm 70 · 80 · 90 · 100
cm
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LIGHT
TECHNOLOGY

ULTRA

Manufacturing 
professional cutting tools 

since 1921

Dealer

www.altuna-international.com
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